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Overview

1.

This advice is based on my own experience of a single prototype. Please bear
in mind that others have taken very different approaches and have no doubt
been successful.

2.

Start by reading the online review of the conventionally piston-powered Tower
Hobbies Kaos in the Sport Aviator e-zine by Frank Granelli in November 2007.
This gives excellent background information.

3.

Pay particular attention to these points:
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The reinforcement of the wing hold-down area.
The successful power delivery of an APC 11x6 propeller turning at
11,300 rpm. This used the Tower Hobbies 46 engine on 15% nitro, which
is a fairly ‘hot’ setup for this aircraft.
The intended all up weight of 5.6 lbs – though Frank does not seem to tell
us what his actual weight was.
4.

The specific hardware used in my project, as well as a full weight breakout are
shown in the spreadsheet at the end of the text. Note that I was able to get a
near-perfect balance without adding any noseweight. This is one of the most
critical points in e-conversion and it takes a bit of advance planning.

Choosing a Powertrain

1.

My goal was to replicate the piston power delivery while keeping the all-up
weight as low as possible and still maintaining a reasonable flight duration. I
achieved the following:
Xoar 11x6 propeller turning at 11,800 rpm with a fresh battery, dwindling
to about 11,000 after eight minutes of mixed flying. This frames the
more constant power delivery of the piston engine.
All up weight just under 5 lb, which is at least 10% lighter than nominal.
Sport aerobatic flight duration of around eight minutes. This will not meet
the needs of a pattern contest, but should be adequate for sport flying.
Power loading of 114 watts/pound at the end of an 8-minute throttle
cycle. This provides plenty of authority for a landing go-around.
A takeoff thrust estimated at 115% of takeoff weight. This makes for a
launch that any 1970s pattern pilot would be pleased to get from an OS
45-FSR or K&B 40.
One could probably trade the 10% weight margin for a larger battery and
thereby match the endurance provided by the stock 10 oz fuel tank.

2.

Glow engines are rather high-revving compared to modern outrunner electric
motors. Hence the matching of piston power to electric power requires some
research. I chose this this approach:
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A relatively cool-wound (i.e., low Kv) motor. The Firepower 40 showed
around 625 Kv when bench tested, though the nominal says 700.
High voltage. I went for six cells, showing in excess of 24V at fresh
charge.
A light, low mAh battery delivering moderate current. I used a 6s 3000
mAh pack which stayed under 31A at full throttle on a fresh charge.
3.

I used the Castle Phoenix Ice 50 controller, which is the “heavy” version with a
heat sink.
In hindsight, the Ice-Lite or equivalent Edge-Lite could be used with
safety. But this is of little purpose since we want to keep the nose end
heavy.

4.

I consider the data logging capability of the Ice/Edge series absolutely critical for
this e-conversion. It allowed me to tinker with different propeller combinations till
I got the exact power curve and duration that I needed.
I found a place in the battery/fuel tank bay for the Castle Quick Connect
data port. This is a worthwhile investment of $15 and 6 grams. It allows you
to download all logged data as you remove the battery hatch between
flights.

Safety
1.

I also invested 7 grams and $3 to mount a Radio Shack slider switch on the side of
the fuselage. This allows you to disarm the motor while keeping the servos alive.
It does so by dropping the throttle servo line between the ESC and the receiver
while leaving the DC (+) and (–) lines intact.

2.

I consider this an absolutely essential safety feature for a 700 watt powerplant.
Whether you use my technique or something bulkier, please DO NOT plug your
battery into an electric airplane without having some means of disabling the
propeller!

3.

In particular, a radio range check should never be performed with the motor armed.
By definition, such a check might result in a loss of control. A live powerplant is
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the last thing you want in that situation. (You do range check your radio before
every session, don’t you?)

4.

I recently saw an ARF instruction manual which advised mounting your disarming
device inside a battery compartment. Please ignore such advice. The whole point
of this safety feature is that you never handle your airframe while the propeller is
armed. Hiding the disarming switch defeats this objective.

5.

If you’re wondering why I am so cautious, consult my cat. As you see in the header
photo of the Kaos, he is still alive – but is now on life number eight from being too
curious about my hobby.

6.

See notes further down on ground run safety.

Installation Challenges and Solutions

1.

Outrunners are commonly mounted off the rear face of the motor. For this
particular conversion I strongly recommend mounting off the front face of the
motor. This provides a series of benefits, as seen in Fig 1.
For a high-revving application, the front-face mount provides a superior
balance of the rotating masses. The bellhousing is on one side of the
mounting surface and the propeller-spinner assembly is on the opposite
side. This is analogous to picking up a dumbell in the middle. The
common rear-face mount more resembles picking up the dumbell at one
end.
The front-face mount moves the motor and propeller much farther
forward and alleviates the tail-heaviness problem.
Moving the motor forward provides some welcome airspace around the
nosegear mount and especially the tiller.
The unused piston-mount firewall is a convenient cool spot to mount the
ESC in the incoming slipstream.
A duct can be cut out of the piston-mount firewall to allow battery intake
air to flow past the ESC into the fuel tank bay. See Fig 2.
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2.

It is just as important to have outflow air for the battery. I did this by cutting
away the normally sealed lower bay of the fuel tank and replacing it with a
perforated hatch held on with a magnet. See Fig 3.

5.

I used the Ino-Lab HG-D250MG digital servo for this application. This required
the construction of custom adapter plates since this servo is so much smaller
than the “full-size” ones the Kaos was designed for. The weight savings are
well worth it. This servo is a real gem for $20, and has been validated by
many helicopter pilots as capable of heavy abuse. See Figs 3 and 4.

6.

Rather than use the conventional coupled rudder/tiller pushrod setup, I
preferred to install a separate tiller servo. This allows programmable fine
adjustment of nosewheel steering. I use my landing gear switch to disable the
tiller servo after takeoff, since it serves no further purpose See Fig 4.

7.

The nosewheel was mounted and steered conventionally by cutting down the
piston-engine mount to the bare minimum required to support the nosegear
strut.

8.

The stock nosegear strut mounting technique apparently relies on the friction of
the tiller set screw to prevent the strut from migrating upwards as the
nosewheel hits the ground. I consider this a poor design. It seems only a
matter of time before the set screw slips and the coil spring on the strut
crushes the wood under the nose.
I tapped the end of the hole in the nosegear mounting bracket for
a ¼-20 set screw and then epoxied the screw in place as an end
stop for the strut. See Fig 2.
If you use this technique, be sure to snug up the end of the strut
against the end stop before you tighten down the tiller set screw,
or you will lose the benefit.

9.

I used a piece of scrap wood to retain the motor leads to the right side of the
nose, to keep them away from the moving tiller which emerges from the
firewall on the left. The leads should be carefully tie-wrapped to keep them
away from the rotating bellhousing as well. See Fig 5.
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10.

I also added hardwood reinforcement to the inside cheeks. Doublers on the
outside cheeks were pinned to the edges of the motor mount with wood screws
and epoxy. See Figs 1 and 5.

11.

I used an oversize 3.5” nosewheel. This provides multiple benefits:
Easier launch from grassy fields.
Better ground clearance for an 11” propeller.
One more antidote to the tendency to be tail-heavy.
A positive angle of attack which allows the pilot to make a left-stick-only
takeoff. Just keep the nose straight, stay away from the elevator and let
the aircraft rise off ground whenever it wants to.

12.

As noted in the Sport Aviator article, it is important to reinforce the wing holddown plate area to forestall any tendency for the plate to crack upon overtightening the wing bolts. I also bought some insurance by wire-wrapping and
soldering the joint between the dual elevator pushrods. See Fig 6 for these
features.

13.

The narrow nose of the Kaos makes it tricky to add noseweight. I epoxied a
hardwood brace to the outside of the chin with a blind nut embedded in it. See
Fig 7.
This allowed me to bolt stacks of currency securely to the outside
of the nose for convenient weight adjustments at the field. (A
nice use for those extra five-rupee coins left from my vacations
in India.)
After adjustment, I planned to move the coins to the inside of the
nose under the motor. This would still anchor them to the blind
nut, but from the opposite side.
I never got around to that last step because my final setup required no
nose weight at all. Touchdown!
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High-Speed Vibration

1.

One interesting drawback of mounting off the front of the motor is that the
forward thrust of the propeller tends to relieve the stress on the mounting screw
threads, making them more susceptible to vibration. (Rear mounting has the
opposite effect of tightening up the threads under load.)

2.

Make sure you do a few ground runs of the motor to ensure everything is in
perfect balance and stays tight, before taking to the air.

3.

Do your ground runs WITHOUT using any Loc-tite or lock washers on the
motor screws. This is really important, since locking techniques will mask the
propeller imbalances which make motor screws come loose. This will give you
a false sense of security: with your screws artificially locked down, the vibration
is still very much present and could lead to a broken wire or a loose wing bolt.

4.

Propellers are commonly balanced for tip-heaviness - i.e., for the condition
where the prop comes to rest in the 12 o’clock position on the balancer. Don’t
stop here! Be sure to also correct for hub-heaviness, which shows up as a
tendency to come to rest in the 9 o’clock position. A perfectly balanced
propeller will come to rest in ANY position on the balancer. This is essential
when you are trying to rev up to glow-engine speeds.

5.

Once you have balanced your propeller to perfection, the motor screws should
be able to handle repeated full battery runs on the ground with no sign of
loosening. At this point, you should remove the screws one by one and remount them with Loc-tite and lock washers.

6.

I also like to use the motor’s redundant X-yoke as a single-piece washer
against the front of the motor mount. This allows the final tightening of the
screws to be as aggressive as you need without crushing the wood of the
mount. This is seen in Fig 1.

7.

My ground runs consisted of alternating bursts of 10 seconds at full throttle and
10 seconds at half throttle. The cycle continued until the ESC’s low-voltage
cutoff killed the motor. The cutoff typically occurred in the 9-10 minute range.
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8.

Once again, let me ascend my safety soapbox. I am suggesting that you
spend something like an hour of total time in fairly hazardous circumstances.
You will be standing in your yard or garage (NOT your basement!) near a hot
mechanism turning at over 11,000 rpm and consuming nearly one horsepower
while being held together by thin pieces of wood and small screws. It will be
fueled by a pound of explosive chemical energy housed in a lightweight, highly
flammable framework.
Stand behind the tail at all times.
Wear safety glasses.
Never touch the airframe until the motor disarming switch is OFF.
Restrain the airframe beyond a reasonable doubt. A good solution is cinder
blocks in front of the wings. I was fortunate enough to have my son’s
winter tires to stack up, which is even better.
Think ahead of what might happen if the propeller shakes itself loose or
disintegrates. These are two different trajectories of shrapnel, i.e., forwards
or sideways. Garbage totes make a good blast shield.
Though the fire hazard is minimal, at least note mentally how far away your
home’s extinguisher is. You do have one, right?
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Some Line Items Estimated, Total Accurate to 1g
Total Weight, lb
Wing area, sq in
Wing loading, oz/sq ft
Input power at 8 min throttle cycle, Xoar 11x6 @ 11,090 rpm,
27.0A @ 21.2V
Power loading @ 8 min, W/lb
Takeoff thrust @ 11,800 rpm on Xoar 11x6, g
Takeoff thrust ratio
Components Weighed

5.00
566
20.4
572
114
2610
115%
Wt, g

Total 2270
battery, Turnigy 6s1p 3000mAh, velcro added, stock connector
replaced with Deans Ultraplug

425

fuselage, modified: stock tiller pushrod tube, no throttle pushrod
tube; custom servo tray, custom battery tray, custom battery hatch;
firewall cut away for intake cooling air; nose bay painted, wing holddown area reinforced, not including cheek doublers and motor mount

346

left wing and aileron
right wing and aileron
motor, Firepower 40 from Heads Up RC, retrofitted with Himax
3.5mm bullet connectors

264
262
195

cheek doublers, epoxy coating, paint, fasteners, hard point on chin
with blind nut for noseweight anchor
ESC, Castle Ice 50 with heat sink, Deans Ultraplug, Himax 3.5mm
bullet connectors
main servos 3x, Ino-Lab HG-D250MG with servo arm
tailplane and elevators
pushrods, all found in kit except throttle, tubes not included
main gear struts 2x
nosewheel, Dave Brown Lite 3.5"
wing hold-down plate and dihedral braces, custom aileron servo tray
canopy, painted
nosegear strut
spinner, Dubro 2" heavy duty
fin and rudder
wheels found in kit, 2x, for mains
nosegear mount cut out of engine mount found in kit, mounting
screws, nosegear bracket and tiller
motor mount, custom laser cut, fastening screws 6x and motor
mounting screws 4x
belly pan

75
71
71
63
59
47
36
35
35
32
30
26
25
21
20
17
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wheel collars 8x, main gear screws 8x, servo mount screws 6x,
screw-lock connector 1x
prop collet, Hyperion, for 5mm motor shaft, M6 prop shaft
tiller servo, GoTek 9025
propeller, Xoar 11x6 wood
receiver, Spektrum AR6210
hinges, horns and plastic hardware
wing hold-down screws, 2x
motor disarming switch, Radio Shack, with faceplate and servo lead
aileron servo lead, heavy duty
Castle Quick Connect data port
noseweight added for CG
miscellaneous unidentified

16
15
15
12
12
12
8
7
6
6
0
6
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